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Abstract: Security and privacy are important things in video communication for that reason from last few years different video encryption methods have applied to secure video transmission. large number of multimedia encryption
schemes have been proposed and some of them are used in real products, cryptanalytic work has shown the existence of
security problems and other weaknesses in most of the proposed multimedia encryption schemes .This review paper
describe different video encryption method also give the comparison between encryption methods with respect not only
to their encryption speed but also their security level and stream size. A trade-off between quality of video streaming
and choice of encryption technologies is shown here. Flexibility, efficiency, security and privacy are the challenges for
the design.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is science in which information is transmitted securely by encryption and decryption of the data. so
that unauthorized user cannot use these data. Cryptography is used in insecure network like internet so only intended recipient get the data. Data cryptography is nothing
but scrambling of the content of data, such as text, image,
audio, video make the data unreadable, invisible or unintelligible during transmission or storage called Encryption.
The main aim of cryptography is to keep data secure form
unauthorized attackers. The reverse process of data encryption is data Decryption by which data comes original
data. Cryptography methodology is used in the World War
II. For instance cryptography played an important role and
was a key element that gave the allied forces the upper
hand, and enables them to win the war sooner. When
Egyptian force were able to dissolve the Enigma cipher
machine which the Germans used to encrypt their military
secret communications [1]
In modern days cryptography is used not only to secure
sensitive military information but considered as one of the
major components of the security policy of organizations
and considered as industry standard for providing information security, trust, electronic financial transactions and
controlling access to resources. The information which
unprocessed or which is visible to all is called as plaintext.
Processed information for security i.e. encrypted data is
called as cipher text. Cipher text is unreadable until it is
decrypted. The system in which encryption as well as decryption process is done is called cryptosystem. Cryptosystem uses an encryption algorithms which determines
how simple or complex the encryption process will be, the
necessary software components and the key, which works
with the algorithm to encrypt and decrypt the data [2].
A famous theory has been proposed by Kerchhoff about
the security principle of any encryption system. This
theory state that security level of an encryption algorithm
is measured by the size of its key space The larger size of
the key space is, the more time the attacker needs to do the
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exhaustive search of the key space, and thus the higher the
security level. this theory play an important role in designing a cryptosystem for researchers and engineers. Kirchhoff explained in his theory that if the encryption algorithms are known to the opponents. Thus, the security of
an encryption system should rely on the secrecy of the
encryption/decryption key instead of the encryption algorithm. For even though in the very beginning the opponent
doesn’t know the algorithm, the encryption system will not
be able to protect the ciphertext once the algorithm is broken.
II. CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS
There are two type of Cryptographic algorithm 1st is
symmetric algorithms, which use symmetric keys also
called secret keys and 2nd is asymmetric algorithms, which
use asymmetric keys i.e. public and private keys.
A. Symmetric key Algorithms
In this algorithm same key is used for encryption and decryption and the key is only known to the sender and receiver so that symmetric key also called as secret
key[3].So that security level of the symmetric keys encryption method is totally depending users how well they
keep it. If the key is known by an attacker, then all data
encrypted with that key can be decrypted.
Example of symmetric key algorithms are Data Encryption
Standard (DES), Triple DES, and Advance Encryption
standard (AES).
1) The Data Encryption Standard (DES)
In 1973 NIST issued a public request for a cryptographic
algorithm become a national standard .The winning standard was developed at IBM, as a modification of the previous system called LUCIFER which is DES. DES is one
of the most important examples of a block cipher. Namely,
it breaks the plaintext into blocks of 64 bits, and encrypts
each block separately. It is widely used for encryption of
PIN numbers, bank transactions etc[3]
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2) Advance Encryption Standard (AES)
In 1997,NIST called for submissions of a new standard
which replace DES. At the end of 2001 NIST selected
winner out off 15 and chosen the Rijndael cryptosystem
as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [3]. the Rijndael cryptosystem uses 128-bit blocks, which arranged as
4 × 4 matrices with 8-bit entries. the latest specification
allowed any combination of keys lengths of 128, 192, or
256 bits and blocks of length 128, 192, or 256 bits so it
means that variable block length and key length.
B. Asymmetric key Algorithms
Public Key Cryptography was first described by Martin
Hellman and Whitfield Diffie publicly in 1976.They explained two-key cryptographic system in which communication could be secure over a non-secure communications channel and it didn’t require to share a secret key.
they Address the problem of secret key distribution by
using two keys instead of a single key. Asymmetric key
algorithm is also called as public key algorithm. In public
key algorithm two keys are used one is public key, which
can be known by everyone and another is private key,
which should be kept secret only known by the owner.
The most popular asymmetric key algorithm is RivestShamir Adelman (RSA)[4].
1) Rivest- Shamir Adelman
In public key algorithms today RSA is one of the most
used algorithm. This algorithm was invented by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adelman in 1977. The RSA is
based mathematical operation i.e. factorization of integers
into their prime. Assume tht A and B want to communicate with one other. let B chooses two distinct large primes
p and q and multiplies them together to form N, N = p*q.
He also chooses an encryption exponent e, such that the,
greatest common divisor of e and [(p-1)*(q-1)] is 1. That
is GCD(e,[(p-1)*(q-1)])=1. He computes his decryption
key d, d=1/e (mod [( p-1)*(q-1)]). Now he makes the pair
(N,e) public and keeps p and q secret. This how to Generating keys, Encryption and decryption are of the following form, for some plain text block M and ciphertext block
C: C=Me mod n, M=Cdmod n = (Me) mod n = Medmod n
Both sender and receiver must know the values of n and e,
and only the receiver knows the value of d. this make a
public key encryption of KU = {e,n} and private of KR
{d,n}.

III. SURVEY OF VIDEO ENCRYPTION METHODS
With digital video transmission, encryption methodologies
are needed that can protect digital video from attacks during transmission. Due to the huge size of digital videos,
they are usually transmitted in compressed formats such as
MPEG, or H.264/AVC [5]. Thus, the encryption techniques used for digital video are usually working in the
compressed domain. Several encryption techniques to secure video streaming have been proposed. Most of them
tried to optimize the encryption process with respect to the
encryption speed, and display process.
C.-P. Wu, C.-C. J. Kuo in “Design of integrated multimedia compression and encryption systems,” introduced most
straight-forward method to encrypt every byte in the
whole MPEG stream using standard encryption schemes
such as DES or AES. Here naïve algorithm is used in
which MPEG bit-stream work as text data and does not
use any of the special structure. Security level of entire
MPEG stream by standard encryption schemes so it high
secure method of encryption. But this method is not applicable solution for big video; as it take too much time
which not acceptable over real time communication [6]
Adam J. Slagell. In ” Known-Plaintext Attack Against a
Permutation Based Video Encryption” introduced The
idea of encryption i.e by pure permutation method in
which simply scrambles the bytes within a frame of
MPEG stream by permutation. This method is extremely
useful in situation where the hardware decodes the video
while data decrypted by software.
This is vulnerable to known-plaintext attack, by comparing the ciphertext with the known frames, the attacker
could easily figure out the secret permutation list. If Permutation list is figured out then all frames could be easily
decrypted. [7]

L. Tang, in “encrypting and decrypting MPEG video data
efficiently” introduced The advanced permutation approach for encryption by using a random permutation list
(secret key) it maps the individual 8x8 block to a 1x64
vector instead of mapping the 8x8 block to 1x64 vector in
“Zig-zag” order. Random permutation list have the same
computational complexity like encryption and decryption
add very little overhead to the video compression and deFollowing figure show the tree diagram of cryptographic compression processes. Also this method decrease the
algorithm.
video compression. Zig-Zag permutation method is vulnerable to the ciphertext only attack, the attack relies on
the fact of statistical properties of the DCT coeffient,
where none-zero AC coefficients are gathered in the upper
left corner of the I-block[8]

Fig.1 Tree diagram for Cryptographic algorithm
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L. Qiao and K. Nahrstedt, in “A new algorithm for MPEG
video encryption," suggested a new video encryption method called VEA.This method uses the statistical properties of MPEG video standard and symmetric key algorithm
standard to reduce the amount of data that is encrypted.
Thus this method secure from known-plaintext attack,
because the key will be changed for each frame(s).[9]
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C. Shi and B. Bhargava in “A Fast MPEG Video Encryption Algorithm,” have introduced video encryption by using the permutation of Huffman code words in I-frames.
By this method encryption and compression done in one
step. The secret part of the method is a permutation p
which is used to permute standard MPEG Huffman codeword list. To save compression ratio, the permutation p
permutes the code words with same number of bits. But
Daniel Socek, and el in [11] showed that the this method is
highly unsecure to both known plaintext attack, and cipher text-only attack. If same video frames known in advance to enemy could easily figure out and reconstruct the
secret permutation p by comparing the known frames with
the encrypted frames[10]
B. Bhargava and C. Shi, "An Efficient MPEG Video Encryption Algorithm" have made an improvement to previously suggested method Instead of encrypt only the sign
bite of DC coefficient in the I-frame block, the sign bite of
the differential. values of DC coefficient and motion vectors in P-frames and B-frames can is encrypted by XORs
them with the secret key. This type of improvement makes
the video playback more random and more un viewable.
So the security level is relies on the secret key size.[12]
G.A. Spanos and T.B. Maples in "Security for Real-Time
MPEG Compressed Video in Distributed Multimedia Applications," have introduced a new secure MPEG video
mechanism called Aegis. This method encrypts only the Iframe of all MPEG groups of frames in MPEG video
stream and B-frame and P-frame are unencrypted.

IV. COMPARISONS OF VIDEO ENCRYPTION
SCHEME

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a survey of the known method of cryptography were presented. Two type encryption standard Symmetric key encryption and Asymmetric key encryption
were explained and analyzed with respect to their security
level and encryption speed. also the advantages and disadvantages of each of them are discussed. In the third part of
paper different video encryption technologies for video
streams encryption were described. Naïve approach and
video encryption algorithm are the most secure method,
while zig-zag permutation has serious security flaws. With
the respect to encryption speed, pure permutation and zigzag permutation mechanism are very fast, and Naïve approach is very slow specially while applying DES on
whole video. So finally we can say that there trade-offs
when applying different encryption methods to MPEG
video stream and its choice rely on the applications.

To make the MPEG video stream more secure Aegis also
encrypts the sequence header which contains all of the
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